Introduction {#Sec1}
============

People use language not only to express their sentiments and emotions, but also to show how intense these feelings may be. We use the term 'affect' to refer to different emotion-related categories, ranging from the sentiment classification (positive to negative) to finer grained sentiment strength (e.g. high positive to low positive) and emotional intensity (e.g. high anger to low anger). Detecting affect in text is challenging, especially in the context of social media, such as Twitter, owing to difficulties involving the limited number and informal nature of words used, with the latter including slang and symbols. However, this task becomes even more challenging when considering morphology-rich languages, such as Arabic \[[@CR4]\]. Social media users employ various dialects and sub-dialects in their communications. In contrast to the use of Modern Standard Arabic (MSA), the form of dialectical Arabic words used varies widely, and there is a general lack of rules and standards. Therefore, the need for effective resources and tools to better understand and treat these various linguistic forms is important when targeting Arabic affect in tweets.

Word embedding is one of the most important methods that have been applied recently to many natural language processing tasks \[[@CR9], [@CR14], [@CR19], [@CR28]\]. Word embedding uses dense vectors to represent words projecting into a continuous vector space, thus reducing the number of dimensions \[[@CR20]\]. However, these models do not always work effectively in Arabic tweet contexts. While training word-level models with such informal text can lead to the capture of words with the same meanings, it has been shown in testing that these models are unable to recognise other forms of the same words encountered in the real world. These unknown words are called out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words, and this is one of the main limitations of the word-level model. In contrast, character-level embeddings can work effectively in resolving the problem of OOV words through their ability to learn the vectors of character n-grams or parts of words. However, this sensitivity of character-level embedding leads the model to encode all variants of a word's morphology that are closer to each other in the embedded space than those with semantic similarity. Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} shows two examples of dialectical affect words ![](497124_1_En_20_Figa_HTML.gif){#d30e512} mtnrfz[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"} (uptight) and ![](497124_1_En_20_Figb_HTML.gif){#d30e522} mrwq (relaxed), where the similarity of the words is mostly based on morphology at the character level and semantics at the word level.Table 1.Most similar words of different affect words using character and word level embeddings.

In this paper, we take advantage of both character-level and word-level models to discover more effective means of representing Arabic affect in tweets, which we call affect Character and Word Embeddings (ACWE). We first trained both levels of models on a massive number of tweets, which were collected carefully to ensure that there was significant variation of affect and Arabic dialects in the words. We then employed a novel method that concatenates both levels of models to represent each word morphologically and semantically. We evaluate the effectiveness of our ACWE model by applying it only as a feature under a supervised learning, using the benchmark datasets of SemEval-2018 task 1 (Affect in Tweets) \[[@CR21]\]. Our method advances a state-of-the-art approach to the task of discerning Arabic emotional intensity, outperforming the top-performing systems. In addition, our method achieves better results compared to other Arabic pre-trained word embeddings. ACWE has been released to be used in pre-trained word embeddings for applications and research relying on Arabic sentiment and emotion analysis[2](#Fn2){ref-type="fn"}.

Related Works {#Sec2}
=============

Most work on Arabic word embeddings has relied on word-level models \[[@CR3], [@CR6], [@CR27]\], and to a lesser degree, character-level models have been employed \[[@CR5]\]. To our knowledge, there is no existing work that aims to combine both levels to generate word representations specifically for sentiment or emotion analysis. One of the largest open-source word embeddings is AraVec \[[@CR27]\], which consists of six different word embedding models for the Arabic language. Here, the researchers derived the training data from three separate sources: Wikipedia, Twitter and Common Crawl webpages crawl data; they employed two word-level models to learn word representations for general NLP tasks.

More recently, \[[@CR3]\] proposed the largest word-level embeddings by using 250M Arabic tweets. Although the models are trained on many words, they cannot realise other forms of the same words that can be seen in the real world due to the limitations of such word-level models. Furthermore, it has been observed that the effectiveness of word embeddings is more likely to be task-dependent \[[@CR25]\], and it is highly influenced by the richness of related words to the target task \[[@CR11]\].

Much research has been undertaken on Arabic sentiment analysis, but research has focussed on other affect aspects such as emotion analysis or intensity remains limited \[[@CR21]\]. Most of the existing work on affect in Arabic is based on the SemEval-2018 competition, Affect in Tweet. Most of the top-performing systems proposed for this shared task employed deep learning approaches, such as CNN, LSTM and Bi-LSTM \[[@CR1], [@CR2], [@CR16]\]. The majority of these systems employed AraVec as a feature besides other input features, Arabic sentiment and emotion lexicons \[[@CR7], [@CR22], [@CR24]\].

Methodology {#Sec3}
===========

In this work, we aim to generate an effective distributed word representation model for Arabic affect in tweets. The data collection method and the different models of word embeddings used are detailed in the subsections below.

Data Collection {#Sec4}
---------------

One of the main factors in improving the quality of word embeddings is associated with the training dataset size and its richness. We collected a large number of tweets (10M) containing various affect-associated words of different Arabic dialects. To ensure the tweets contained a variety of affect-associated words, we first used English NRC lexicons \[[@CR23]\] to select a number of words (63 words)[3](#Fn3){ref-type="fn"} from different emotional expressions and intensity levels. Then, the selected words were translated into Arabic using the online translation application Reverso Context[4](#Fn4){ref-type="fn"}. We also used Reverso to find synonyms of these translated words to extend our list of terms from 63 to 228 words. At this stage, our list of terms contained MSA affect words, which was an expected result of this means of English-Arabic translation.

To ensure the tweets reflected a variety of dialects, we used our MSA terms list to find synonyms in Arabic dialects from two online dictionaries (Atlas Allhajaat[5](#Fn5){ref-type="fn"} and Mo3jam[6](#Fn6){ref-type="fn"}). This expanded our list of terms by 217 different dialectical affect words. In addition, it should be noted that emojis could be employed, given that, according to \[[@CR17]\], they function as a universal language. Therefore, we selected the 30 most frequently used emojis from different sentiment scores obtained from \[[@CR17]\] and added them to our list of terms. Finally, we assumed that tweets from specific Arabic-speaking countries would more likely be associated with the dialects of these locations. Therefore, we collected tweets that included all the identified terms (about 500 terms) using the Twitter Search API by specifying the geolocations of different Arab countries.

Data Preprocessing {#Sec5}
------------------

The data that we extracted from Twitter typically contained a range of content that could be considered useless for our task, such as hashtags, website links and mentions. It was important that such noisy content be removed before training our learning models to reduce both the noise and vector space size \[[@CR18], [@CR26]\]. We followed the procedure laid out by several research works \[[@CR3], [@CR15]\], which involved the following steps:**Normalisation of letters:** Letters that appeared in different forms in the original tweets were rendered into a single form. For example, the 'hamza' on characters ![](497124_1_En_20_Figc_HTML.gif){#d30e687} was replaced with ![](497124_1_En_20_Figd_HTML.gif){#d30e690} , while the 't marbouta' ![](497124_1_En_20_Fige_HTML.gif){#d30e693} was replaced with ![](497124_1_En_20_Figf_HTML.gif){#d30e696} .**Hashtags:** Hashtags are used to draw attention to words or phrases that are trending. For example, \#anger, \#happy. While it is common to remove the hash symbols and words, we only removed the hash symbols and kept the words. Users sometimes express their emotions using these hashtags, so it was considered useful to retain them.**Cleaning:** All unknown symbols and other characters were eliminated. For example, other language letters, diacritics, punctuation and URLs were removed. However, emojis were not removed, and like the words, each emoji was represented by a vector.

Embedding Models {#Sec6}
----------------

After retrieving and pre-processing a massive number of tweets that are rich in Arabic affect-related words, we used this to generate a language model. Word embeddings are learned representations of text, with words of similar meanings represented in similar ways. An essential element of this methodology is the concept of employing dense distributed representations for every word. Here, each word is encoded to a real-valued vector with a few hundred dimensions. Given a large corpus, there are different models and levels available for learning word embeddings. We first employed the Word2Vec model \[[@CR20]\] for word-level embeddings and FastText model \[[@CR8]\] for character-level embeddings. Hence, we leveraged these two pre-trained embeddings as an input feature after combining them with a novel concatenation approach. These main steps are detailed in the following subsections.

**Word-Level Embeddings (WE).** To learn individual words with their embeddings from our collected data, we used the Word2Vec algorithm \[[@CR20]\]. Word2Vec is based on a pair of learning techniques: the Continuous Bag-of-Words (CBOW) and Skip-Gram (SG) models. The CBOW model effectively averages the vectors of all the words in a given context. The model is trained by predicting the current word based on the projected average of the surrounding context. The continuous SG model is similar, but instead of predicting the current word based on context, it predicts the surrounding words based on the current one. Words within a certain distance before and after the current word are predicted with the network optimised for these predictions. We used both models (CBOW and SG) to generate affect word embeddings by training the models on a massive number of tweets that we retrieved. We used the Gensim Library[7](#Fn7){ref-type="fn"} to implement the Word2Vec models. We assumed that each tweet was a sentence, so the input of the word-level model was a list of pre-processed tweets that were tokenised into words on whitespace. The main parameters that we used were (200) for size, (5) for the window context and (3) to ignore words with a total frequency lower than three.

**Character-Level Embeddings (CE).** To learn morphological features found in each word, we used a character n-grams model (FastText) \[[@CR8]\]. FastText differs from Word2Vec in its ability to learn the vectors of character n-grams or parts of words. This feature enables the model to capture words that have similar meanings but different morphological word formations. We used the Gensim Library[8](#Fn8){ref-type="fn"} to implement the FastText model. We assumed that each tweet was a sentence, so the input of the character-level model was a list of characters for each tweet. We used the same main parameters that we employed for Word2Vec. In addition, to control the lengths of character n-grams, we used 3 and 6 for parameters (min_n) and (max_n), respectively.

**Affect Character and Word Embeddings (ACWE).** As explained in the introduction, while *CE* seems to encode all variants of a word's morphology closer in the embedded space, *WE* seems to give more importance to semantic similarity. To take advantage of both models, we propose ACWE, a novel approach that aims to concatenate these two pre-trained embeddings; hence, it can be used as an input feature for a range of sentiment and emotion tasks.
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Experiments {#Sec7}
===========

To validate the effectiveness of our embeddings, we incorporated them into a supervised learning framework for a range of affect-sensitive tasks. We compared our models against available state-of-the-art pre-trained Arabic word embeddings. We also compared our method with top systems targeting these different tasks.

Datasets {#Sec8}
--------

We evaluated our model using different affect tasks in the SemEval 2018 task 1 (Affect in Tweets) datasets \[[@CR21]\]. We selected these datasets because of the variety of affect tasks and Arabic dialects. These tasks can be categorised as follows:**Emotion Intensity Task:** When given an emotion and a tweet, compute the emotional intensity (EI) that most accurately represents the emotion experienced by the publisher using a real-value score as follows: 1) The EI-regression (EI-reg) task scores range from 0 to 1, from least to most emotion; and 2) the EI-ordinal classification (EI-oc) Task scores range from 0 to 3, where 0 refers to an unrelated emotion.**Sentiment or Valence Intensity Task:** When given a tweet, predict the valence (V) that most effectively represents the tweeter's mental state using a real-value score as follows: 1) the V-reg task scores range from 0 to 1, from most negative to most positive; and 2) The V-oc task scores range from −3 (very negative) to +3 (very positive). Table 2.Number of tweets in the SemEval 2018 Task 1 (Affect in Tweets) datasets.TaskEmotionTrainDevTestTotalEI-reg/EI-ocAnger8771503731,400Fear8821463721,400Joy7282244481,400Sadness8891413701,400V-reg/V-ocValence intensity9327301,8001,800

Pre-trained Word Embeddings {#Sec9}
---------------------------

To evaluate the effectiveness of our models, we compared them with Arabic pre-trained word embeddings in the following models: Ara2Vec \[[@CR27]\], Mazajak \[[@CR3]\] and Altwyan \[[@CR6]\]. To the best of our knowledge, these embeddings are the most commonly available resources released to the research community as free to use. Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} presents a summary of important information about each of these models with their sizes and pre-trained corpora (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}).Table 3.Different pre-trained Arabic word embeddings used for experimental evaluation.ModelNo. of wordsCorpusSizeAra2Vec4,347,845General - Twitter77M TweetsMazajak1,476,715Sentiment - Twitter250M TweetsAltwaian159,175Sentiment - Twitter190M wordsOur WE626,212Affect - Twitter100B tokensOur CE441,025Affect - Twitter3B tweets

Model Training {#Sec10}
--------------

We pre-processed the datasets using the pre-processing techniques described in Sect. [3.2](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}. To predict a real-value score for each task, we employed the XGBoost learning model \[[@CR12]\] and used one of the aforementioned pre-trained word embeddings as an input feature. The XGBoost learning model is frequently employed for different problems because it performs extremely well on a wide range of significant challenges. The tool is both extremely versatile and flexible, and it can address different classification and regression problems \[[@CR12]\]. This is an algorithm of decision trees in which new trees correct errors of those trees which are already part of the model. Trees are added to the model until no further changes can be made. We input tweet vector representations obtained from an average of real-value word vectors for every word with matching vector representations derived from pre-trained embeddings.

Results {#Sec11}
-------

The results of our experiments were evaluated using Pearson's correlation coefficient, which calculates a bivariate linear correlation between two given variables. In our experiments, this comprised the correlation between the score predicted by our systems and the score given by the test data. We used this evaluation metric because it is the official metric for all the relevant tasks. Our results and findings are discussed in the following subsections.

**Comparison with State-of-the-Art Pre-trained Arabic Word Embeddings:** We compared five pre-trained word embeddings (see Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}), including three open-source models and both of our generated models. In addition, we compared these models with the ACWE method. The information presented in Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} shows the effectiveness of each model in the supervised framework of performing affect-sensitive tasks. The Pearson correlation coefficient for our *CE* significantly outperformed the other models. We consider that the main reason for this was associated with OOV problems. Although these models were trained using a massive corpus, we found that word-level embeddings could not realise more than 700 words from each dataset. Moreover, the ACWE method improved the results by 1.3% to 5% across all datasets. This indicates the effectiveness of the proposed method and the importance of leveraging character-level and word-level embeddings in Arabic words in the context of social networks and microblogs.Table 4.Pearson correlation coefficient results for our models and State-of-the-art pre-trained Arabic Word EmbeddingsModelEI-regEI-ocV-regV-ocAngerFearJoySadAvg.AngerFearJoySadAvg.Ara2Vec55.653.668.864.160.547.252.660.459.454.977.372.3Mazajak55.557.668.362.360.945.051.264.653.053.472.068.0Altwyan29.733.344.949.741.527.231.242.548.937.551.553.5Our generated Arabic word EmbeddingsWE53.952.965.360.758.747.951.162.855.654.475.670.2CE[60.159.570.465.864.351.153.164.760.657.678.373.1]{.ul}ACWE**63.862.275,868.667.654.357.267.560.960.081.876.7**

**Comparison Against Top Systems Analysing Affect in Tweets:** Most of the top-performing systems proposed for this shared task employed deep learning approaches, such as CNN, LSTM and Bi-LSTM. The majority of these systems used AraVec as a feature alongside other input features, such as the sentiment and emotional lexicons found in the Arabic language. We used our embeddings as the input feature for XGBoost, a machine learning classifier/regressor. As shown in Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}, we achieved competitive results: We outperformed the top system in the EI-oc task by 1.3% and ranked second in the remaining tasks. Our goal was not to fully address affect tasks but rather to demonstrate that, by using a well-generated word embedding model, we could obtain competitive results. We will investigate other features and employ deep learning methods to improve the results in future works.Table 5.Pearson correlation coefficient results for our ACWE and top systems across all tasks.Task1st best2nd bestOur ACWEEi-reg**68.5**66.7[67.6]{.ul}EI-oc[58.7]{.ul}57.4**60.0**V-reg**82.8**81.6[81.8]{.ul}V-oc**80.9**75.2[76.7]{.ul}

Conclusion {#Sec12}
==========

In this paper, we generated word and character embeddings to analyse affect in Arabic social media networks and microblogs. We also proposed a novel method that combines different levels of word embeddings to represent the morphology and semantics for each word in a given task. We evaluated the models by incorporating them into a supervised learning framework for a range of affect-sensitive tasks. Our models outperformed state-of-the-art pre-trained Arabic word embeddings on these tasks.

In future works, we will apply more sophisticated algorithms to improve the quality of our embeddings. Especially, we would like to employ contextualised word embeddings, such as BERT \[[@CR13]\]. We would also like to investigate more deep learning algorithms to fully target affect tasks.

We used Buckwalter transliteration \[[@CR10]\].

<https://github.com/aialharbi/ACWE>.

These are words that directly convey meanings of sentiment or emotion, such as *anger* or *rage*. They are not words that indirectly convey sentiment, such as *dead* or *tears*.

<http://context.reverso.net>.

<http://atlasallhajaat.com>.

<http://en.mo3jam.com>.

<http://radimrehurek.com/gensim/models/word2vec.html>.

<http://radimrehurek.com/gensim/models/fasttext.html>.

As explained in the introduction, WE cannot process OOV words.
